
FROM YOUR FELT PACK

 Your completed felt 
composition from CM29, 
‘Our Street’

 Access to the pieces from 
the full felt pack 

 The extra felt sheets for 
cutting out details

 Any pictures that you have 
of their completed 
compositions from CM27 
and CM28

 A pair of scissors (per child)

20–25 minutes

OUR STREET IN SPRINGTIME

Trees in the Street:

Look at ‘Our Street’ and ask your child where the trees are. Then explain that the street would be much better 
with trees – they look beautiful, they smell nice and they help to keep the air clean. 

Explain that we usually plant trees in late autumn and early spring, to give them the best chance of thriving and 
growing well. Remind your child that they planted fir trees in the wood in the autumn (in CM23); but now that it 
is spring, they can make the street more beautiful by helping to plant leafy trees along the pavement.

Remove a building or vehicle if necessary to make space. Use brown strips to construct the outline of a tree with 
branches but with no leaves – a long, thick, brown strip for the trunk; shorter, thinner brown strips for the 
branches; little, thin brown strips for twigs. Talk about what you are doing as you do it, using the language of 
order, for example: First I used…. Then I added…. And so on. Ask your child to examine the tree, name the parts 
(trunk, branches, twigs) and discuss the position of the shapes in the space.

Now ask your child to ‘plant some trees all by themselves’. Allow them to work independently but use questions 
to prompt them if necessary – for example: You have the trunk, so what do you need to do next? And what will 
you use?  

Similarly, use questions to prompt thinking about where to ‘plant the trees’, for example: If you plant your tree 
there, what will happen when the lorry starts to move?

Admire the ‘newly planted trees’ together.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child actively engages, and can work both collaboratively and independently.
Your child can add trees and then add green leaves to show the arrival of spring.
Your child can create felt people in clothes suitable for spring weather, and add appropriate smaller details to stylise them.
Your child talks about their creations, using an ever-increasing range of language to describe objects and the natural world, and to 
express their thoughts and feelings.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To modify a representation of an urban street
To use a given procedure to add and modify specified features 
To work collaboratively
To develop awareness of seasonal changes
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Spring Growth:

Tell your child that since they planted the trees, the weather has stayed lovely and warm, but there has also been plenty of rain to help the trees 
grow; they are all doing very well. Ask them to tell you what will happen to the trees next (leaves will appear). Now ask them to show how the leaves 
have grown’ (by adding small green leaves to the bare trees). Model how to do this if necessary. Fill the trees up with ‘fresh, green leaves’:

Spring Clothing:

Explain to your child that as the weather is warmer now than it was in the winter, the street is full of people, adults and children, enjoying the spring 
sunshine. Look back at any photos you have of the felt children your child created in CM27 and CM28. Explain that in those scenes, the children were 
wearing their heavy winter clothes, but if they go out in those clothes now that spring has arrived, they will feel hot and uncomfortable in the warm 
sunshine.

Ask your child to help you add some children to the street that are wearing lighter cardigans or jackets, lighter trousers or skirts, and so on. Model an 
example if necessary. Create at least one felt child each, talking about them as you go – discuss which colours and shapes to use to represent various 
items of clothing and give each other the reasons for the ones you eventually select. Finally, ask for their suggestions of any additional details you
could both add, for example hairstyles, buttons, bows and so on. Praise them for original ideas.

At the end of the session, admire the street together, with its green trees, sunny spring weather and children enjoying being outdoors.

OUR STREET IN SPRINGTIME – continued 
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